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ABSTRACT 
The result of Hartwig and Styan (1986), stating that matrices A and B are 
star-ordered if and only if they are minus-ordered and B’ - At E (B - A){ 1,3} or 
B’ - At E (B - A){1,4}, is extended by considering generalized inverses of a linear 
combination B - yA, with any y + 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
IA %n,, stand for the set of m x n complex matrices. Given A E ‘;4,, n, 
the symbols A*, 9(A), and r(A) will denote the conjugate transpose, range, 
and rank, respectively, of A. Furthermore, A{ l}, A{ 1,3}, and A{ 1,4} will 
denote the classes of generalized inverses of A specified as {X E Q?_ m : AXA 
=A}, {=C&,,m : A*AX = A* }, and {X E %‘,,, m : XAA* = A* }, respectively, 
while Af will stand for the Moore-Penrose inverse of A, which is the unique 
solution X E %n m , to the equations A*AX = A* and X*x4 = X*; cf. [l] and 
WI. 
The star ordering A < B and the minus ordering A < B in V,,,, are * _ 
defined by 
A*A=A*B and M*=BA*, (1) 
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and 
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A-A = A-B and AA’ = BA’ forsome A-,A’ E A(l), (2) 
respectively. The definition of the star ordering as in (1) was given by Drazin 
[3], and Drazin [3] and Hartwig [4] pointed out that (1) is equivalent to 
A+A=B’A and AA’=AB’, (3) 
as well as to 
AtA= A’B and AA’= BA’. (4) 
Hartwig [5] proved that (2) with both A- and A= replaced by one and the 
same reflexive generalized inverse of A, defines a partial ordering relation, 
and called it “plus ordering.” Hartwig and Styan [6] noted that the reflexive- 
ness and identity of generalized inverses of A in the two equalities in (2) are 
immaterial, and adopted the term “minus ordering.” Moreover, Hartwig [5] 
showed that (2) is equivalent to 
r(B - A) = r(B) - r(A), 
which, on account of [7, p. 2881 or [2, p. 1951, can alternatively be expressed 
as 
BB+A = AB’B = AB+A = A. (5) 
A clear consequence of (5) is that %‘(A) c g(B) and .%‘(A*) 5 .%‘(B*). This 
pair of inclusions specifies a preordering relation [8, p. 131, which will be 
denoted by A -C B. 
Since A 5 B entails A < B, it is natural to think over characterizations of 
the star ordering via supplementing the minus ordering by suitable one or 
more extra conditions. A number of such characterizations have recently 
been given by Hartwig and Styan [6]. A part of their Theorem 2 asserts that 
A < B if and only if A < B and B’ - At = (B - A)+, or, equivalently, A ( B 
and Bt- A’ E(B- A){i,3}, or, in stiff another formulation, A < B and 
B’ - A’ E (B - A){ 1,4}. The purpose of the present note is to extend these 
characterizations by considering generalized inverses of a linear combination 
B - yA, with any y # 0. Also, a direct algebraic proof is given for the 
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assertion that if A Q B and Bt - At E (B - A){ 1,3}, then A < B. The desir- 
ability of such a proof was mentioned in an earlier version of*[6]. 
2. RESULT 
For A,B E Vm,, andO#yE%?,let 
Bt-- ’ A’ 
G(Y) = Y-l 
if y#l, 
B+- A’ if y=l. 
(6) 
THEOREM. For any A,B E %T,,,“, the following statements are equiv- 
alent: 
(i) A 5 B, 
(ii) A < B and G(y) = (B - yA)’ for every y Z 0, 
(iii) A< B and G(~)E(B-A){1,3} or G(~)E(B-~A){~} for some 
n4mzero yfl. 
Proof. According to the definition of (B - yA)‘, the proof that (i) implies 
(ii) consists in establishing, via straightforward computations, that (1) (3) 
and (4) entail the equalities 
(B - yA)*(B - vA)G(y) = @ - YA)* 
and 
G(Y)*G(Y)(B-YA) =G(Y)* 
for every choice of y # 0 and the corresponding G(y) as defined in (6). The 
part “(ii) * (iii)” is obvious, and the part “(iii) * (i)” in the case of y = 1 was 
established by Hartwig and Styan [6]. It remains to prove, therefore, that (iii) 
entails (i) when y # 1. Notice that if A < B, then, on account of (5), 
(B - yA)B+A = (1 - y)A = AB+(B - YA). 
Hence it is clear that A 4 B - yA whenever y f 1. Consequently, if G(y) E 
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(B - yA){ l}, then 
(B - yA)G( y)AA’ = AA’ and AtAG( y)(B - yA) = AtA, 
which, in view of (5) and (6), leads to (4). W 
In an earlier version of [6], Hartwig and Styan mentioned the desirability 
of proving the implication “A < B and Bf - A’ E (B - A){ 1,3} 
_ * A 5 B” 
in a direct algebraic manner. Since the preordering A < B - A is in general 
not valid, the arguments in such a proof must be different from those utilized 
above in establishing that (iii) implies (i) when y # 1. By the definition of the 
class (B - A){ 1,3}, it follows that 
(B - A)*(B - A)(B+ - A’) = B* - A*. (7) 
Postmultiplying (7) by A yields (B - A)*BA’A = 0, which simplifies to 
(B-A)*BA+=~. (8) 
Further, it is easy to verify, utilizing (5), that (B - A)B’(B - A) = B - A, and 
hence it is clear that if Bf - A’ E (B - A){ l}, then 
(B - A)A’(B - A) = 0. (9) 
Premultiplying (9) by (B - A)* and using (8) gives (B - A)*AA’(B - A) = 0. 
Hence (B - A)*A = 0, and combining this equality with (8) shows that 
(B - A)*(B - A)A* = 0, or, equivalently, (B - A)A* = 0. Consequently, in 
view of (l), it follows that A < B, as asserted. 
Hartwig and Styan [6] pointed out the usefulness of the implication 
“A*B = A*A and BA* = AA* * Bf = (B - A) + + A’ ” in perturbation calcula- 
tions. In view of the theorem above, (4) implies also that B’ = (B - yA)’ + 
y/(y - l)At for every nonzero complex number y # 1, thus extending the 
possibilities of adopting such an approach for calculating B’. In particular, it 
follows that if A*B = A*A and BA* = AA*, then (A + B)’ = B’ - +A’, which 
may be compared with the result of Penrose [9] stating that if A*B = 0 and 
BA* = 0, then (A + B)’ = A’ + B’. 
The final remark is that since the orderings A < B and A < B are 
equivalent to A* < B* and A* i B*, respectively, and &ice B’ - A’E (B - 
A){ 1,3} if and inly if B *fiA*+ E(B* - A*){1,4}, it follows that the 
theorem can be supplemented by the statement analogous to (iii), with “3” 
replaced by “4.” 
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